PPC Easy Patch

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Uses
Patching repairs to roadway and bridge decks, expansion joint headers, grade corrections

Features
• High strength, longest lasting patch available
• More than 25 year proven performance history
• Rapid 2 hour cure, even in cold and humid conditions
• Optional penetrating healer/sealer primer rebonds cracks and promotes adhesion beyond original bond line
• Successful in a broad range of climates
• Ability to match surrounding surface textures
• Simple bucket mixing
• Kit packaging—no components to track and measure!

Physical Properties
• 7000 psi compressive strength
• 800 psi tensile strength
• 8-10 times the abrasive resistance of concrete
• 0-200 coulombs chloride permeability
• 135lbs/cu ft
• 0.43cf/kit